DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
Welcome!

You are, at this moment standing, right in the middle
of your own ‘acres of diamonds’
Earl Nightingale

It is more than 25 years ago since a Diamond was
born in Amsterdam under very special
circumstances in a very challenged Europe full of
hope. This diamond was called PIfE and its mission
was to spread its light, strength and brilliance into all
the corners of Europe. Already in 1999, this diamond
understood that change is the only constant. This
resulted in a conference in Budapest the same year.
The sign from the diamond was clear: Be prepared,
the world changes rapidly and we need to adjust.
PIfE will continue to change in order to survive and
make sure the beautiful diamond will have a mission
for many years to come and as well will provide the
foundation for the development of our organization
and integration of new knowledge and skills. The
world has moved giant steps since PIfE saw daylight
in 1989.

PIfE CONFERENCE, SEPTEMBER 22-24, 2017 VILNIUS LITHUANIA
PIFE EVENTS, SEPTEMBER 20-21, 2017 VILNIUS LITHUANIA

Welcome to Vilnius
and our next PIfE
Conference!


This conference is about keeping the diamond
and strengthen it by applying the new
knowledge and development about the world.



Brain plasticity, mirror neurons, new
understanding of trauma and bringing in new
skills of communication and relation into the
world of business and into the world. Spirituality
and quantum physics - some new some old.



Only a true diamond will survive. Those are the
ones that resonates within each of us, the ones
that create a spark within our soul and bring
hope into our lives in a challenged Europe.



PIfE will always be the diamond in our
organization and with its beauty and strength we
are ready to meet the world with new
knowledge and skill in a constantly changing
Europe …

www.vilnius2017.psychodrama-association.org



The very strong symbol in Human society may represent very different
aspects of our lives. Have you heard the saying "even Diamonds start as
coal". We want to invite psychodramatists to explore the topic of "Diamond
and Carbon" - Value and Simplicity. The subtopics for this meeting are
following:



the Price in life for creating, buying, getting very valuable things education, valuables, property.



Simple things in life may create most valuable items. Just by setting it
differently.



There are certain objects (diamonds, pictures, messages etc.) that we want
to be saved even after our passing, for the next generations.



Real of Fake - one of the hardest issue. Only people with skill and attention
may differentiate it



Trees have to fall, burn and linger and be discovered - only then the
Diamonds come.



People 120 000 years ago passed the greatest Revolution - Cognitive
revolution. Fantasy and fictions came to reality. And still the brain with it's
plasticity stays as Diamond to be discovered.

www.vilnius2017.psychodrama-association.org

Topic of
conference

PIfE Events

Conference program

Registration for workshop leaders
We would like all the Workshops leaders to have Moreno’s
concept of the GODHEAD as a platform for their workshops.
 If you have an idea and wish to lead a workshop on Sunday,
please follow the link below to register your workshop here
 The registration for workshop‘s leaders are open until 1st of
May, 2017
 The choice of the five (5) workshops will be announced within
3 weeks after workshop regsitration will be closed.
 Having any questions or troubles with registration form,
please contact organizers by e-mail:
diamonds.vilnius.2017@gmail.com
 For more some other ideas on “creating a Diamond” please
visit conference home page:
www.vilnius2017.psychodrama-association.org


Registration to the
Conference and PIfE events
www.vilnius2017.psychodrama-association.org

www.vilnius2017.psychodrama-association.org

Registration
Fees

Important deadlines

www.vilnius2017.psychodrama-association.org



Registration to the Conference now are open. Please follow the link
here



Registration to the PIfE members now are open (only for PIfE
members). Please follow the link here



If you have any questions or troubles with registration, please
contact organizers: diamonds.Vilnius.2017@gmail.com

www.vilnius2017.psychodrama-association.org

Registration to the Conference and
PIfE events

Conference venue:


Congress center “Panorama” hotel, Sodų str. 14, Vilnius, Lithuania



Accommodation are available in “Panorama” hotel with special price
(with password “Diamonds”) by e-mail: reservation@panoramahotel.lt


Single room with breakfast – 49 EUR per night



Double room with breakfast – 54 EUR per night



If you need advice for alternative accommodation in Vilnius, please contact
organizers.

www.vilnius2017.psychodrama-association.org

Conference venue and
accommodation

Looking forward to seeing
you in Vilnius in September!
Organizers:
Eduardo Verdu (Norway) &
Margarita Karmazė (Lithuania)

